Addendum Number Two

Date of Issue: 08/17/16

Project: MUSC IDC General Construction 2016
         H51-N353-PG / H51-D175-PG
         BSB East Side First Floor Restroom Renovation
         MUSC #: 50046

TO: ALL BIDDERS OF RECORD

This addendum modifies the Contract documents only in the manner and to the extent stated herein and shown on any accompanying drawings and will become part of the Contract Documents. Except as specified or otherwise indicated by this Addendum, all work shall be in accordance with the basic requirements of the Contract Documents.

BIDDERS SHALL ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF ADDENDUM IN THE SPACE PROVIDED ON THE BID FORM. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY CONSTITUTE A REASON TO REJECT THE BID.

This Addendum consists of a total of three (3) pages including this document, consisting of 3 pages, and the following:

I. Enclosures:
   NOT USED.

II. General Information: Questions and Answers
   NOT USED.

III. Changes to the Specifications:

   1. SE-655 INVITATION FOR CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INDEFINITE DELIVERY CONTRACT:
      Delete Description of Construction Service paragraph and replace with the following: “The project is a two year IDC not to exceed a total of $ 1 million and $ 250,000 per single delivery order for a General Contractor with a BD3, BD4, or BD5 license. This project (H51-N353-PG) is a “seed” for IDC and will be the basis of award. Project scope includes the complete renovation of the 1st Floor Women BS1B3 and
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Unisex BS1B3A restrooms of the Basic Science Building (approximately 243 sf). Work includes demolition, new partitions, ceiling, casework, ceramic tile, toilet partitions, finishes and supporting mechanical, electrical and plumbing. Alternate #1 adds all work required to complete Men’s Restrooms BS1B2.”

2. **SE-656 INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS FOR CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INDEFINITE DELIVERY CONTRACT:**
Delete Description of Construction Service paragraph and replace with the following: “The project is a two year IDC not to exceed a total of $1 million and $250,000 per single delivery order for a General Contractor with a BD3, BD4, or BD5 license. This project (H51-N353-PG) is a “seed” for IDC and will be the basis of award. Project scope includes the complete renovation of the 1st Floor Women BS1B3 and Unisex BS1B3A restrooms of the Basic Science Building (approximately 243 sf). Work includes demolition, new partitions, ceiling, casework, ceramic tile, toilet partitions, finishes and supporting mechanical, electrical and plumbing. Alternate #1 adds all work required to complete Men’s Restrooms BS1B2.”

3. **SECTION 011000 SUMMARY:**
Delete paragraph 1.3.D and replace with the following: “D. The work consists of the following: The project is a two year IDC not to exceed a total of $1 million and $250,000 per single delivery order for a General Contractor with a BD3, BD4, or BD5 license. This project (H51-N353-PG) is a “seed” for IDC and will be the basis of award. Project scope includes the complete renovation of the 1st Floor Women BS1B3 and Unisex BS1B3A restrooms of the Basic Science Building (approximately 243 sf). Work includes demolition, new partitions, ceiling, casework, ceramic tile, toilet partitions, finishes and supporting mechanical, electrical and plumbing. Alternate #1 adds all work required to complete Men’s Restrooms BS1B2.”

4. **SECTION 012500 – CONTRACT MODIFICATION PROCEDURES:**
Delete Paragraph 1.5.A and replace with the following: “A. On Owner’s approval of a Proposal Request, Architect will issue a Construction Services IDC Delivery Order Modification on Form SE-695 for signatures of Owner and Contractor.”

**IV. Changes to the Drawings:**

1. **SHEET A700 – FINISH PLAN:**
Material Legend, Paint, P-1 Delete “Eg-Shell” and replace with “Semi-Gloss”.
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V. Prior Approvals

NOT USED.

END OF ADDENDUM TWO